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ARRIVAL STATEMENT: MADRID

SATURDAY, MAY 29, 1975

GENERAL FRANCO, MRS. FRANCO, YOUR ROYAL HIGHNESS,

FRIENDS OF SPAIN AND OF THE UNITED STATES:

I BEGIN MY VISIT TO SPAIN WITH THE VERY REAL SATISFACTION THAT COMES FROM RENEWING AND UNDERLINING THE TRADITIONAL FRIENDSHIP AND TIES BETWEEN OUR TWO COUNTRIES.
MY LAST VISIT TO SPAIN WAS AT A TIME OF MOURNING IN THE
CLOSING DAYS OF 1973. TODAY IS A HAPPIER OCCASION.
I LOOK FORWARD WITH KEEN INTEREST TO OUR DISCUSSIONS.

THIS IS A TIME OF RAPID CHANGE AND CHALLENGE WORLD-WIDE.
WE SHALL RESPOND TO THESE NEW CHALLENGES AS WE MUST, BOTH
INDIVIDUALLY AND TOGETHER.
I have confidence in our proven ability to work together in the pursuit of common interests. And I have confidence in Spain -- a nation with future of great promise.

The dignity, pride and resilience of the Spanish people have been forged over a history much longer than that of the United States. Spain has contributed much to the history and culture of the United States. Today, millions of Americans speak the Spanish language.
MY VISIT TO SPAIN IS, ABOVE ALL, A RECOGNITION OF SPAIN'S SIGNIFICANCE AS A FRIEND AND PARTNER. OUR EXCELLENT RELATIONSHIP IS CONFIRMED IN THE 1974 JOINT DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES. OUR PEOPLES SEEK THE SAME OBJECTIVES OF PEACE, PROGRESS AND FREEDOM. BY GEOGRAPHY AND BY HISTORY SPAIN HAS A LOGICAL PLACE IN THE TRANS-ATLANTIC COMMUNITY.

FOR MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS, SPAIN HAS SHARED WITH AMERICA AND WITH EUROPE THE BURDENS OF PROMOTING THE PROSPERITY AND SECURITY OF THE ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN REGIONS. SPAIN CAN BE PROUD OF THAT CONTRIBUTION.
GENERAL FRANCO, YOUR EXCELLENCIES, YOUR ROYAL HIGHNESS,

FRIENDS: IT IS MY PRIVILEGE TO BRING TO YOU THE GREETINGS OF THE

PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES. OUR TWO COUNTRIES LOOK FORWARD TO

A FUTURE OF EXPANDING COOPERATION. I KNOW WE WILL MEET THE

CHALLENGES AND CHANGES THAT LIE AHEAD.
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